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Answer: B

QUESTION: 74
Which fundamental skills are needed to successfully write very flexible IBM Tivoli Federated
Identity Manager mapping rules?

A.
B.
C.
D.

XSL and Java
Java and LDAP
HTML, Java and LDAP
HTML and JavaScript

Answer: A

QUESTION: 75
Which statement describes the benefits of IBM Tivoli Federated Identity Manager?

A.
It delivers policy-based integrated security management for SOA (Service Oriented
Architecture) Web Services.
B. It provides predefined tasks to help quickly resolve denial-of-service attacks, virus attacks, or
unauthorized access.
C. It automates scans of servers and desktop systems which can help reduce the cost and time
associated with manual security checks.
D. It delivers unified authentication and authorization for e-business initiatives as you secure a
single enterprise or a federated environment.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 76
Which three statements are true with respect to a privacy policy? (Choose three.)

A.
B.
C.
D.

It defines time frame to implement privacy enforcement.
It stipulates how privacy-sensitive information can be used.
It defines what technology must be used to enforce privacy.
It defines which applications must handle privacy-sensitive data.
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E. It regulates who can access and use privacy-sensitive information within an organization.
F. It defines what types of information must be managed as privacy-sensitive by an organization.

Answer: B, E, F

QUESTION: 77
Which skills are necessary to implement IBM Tivoli Directory Integrator to synchronize data
between different registries and databases?

A.
B.
C.
D.

Java, JavaScript, DSML, SQL, JNDI
C/C++, Perl Script, XSL, SSL, LDAP
Java, JavaScript, HTML,SAML, POP3/IMAP
WS-provisioning, WS-federation, SAML, Liberty V1.2

Answer: A

QUESTION: 78
What strategies are fulfilled using IBM Tivoli Risk Manager?

A. Implementation of an automated system to back up and archive the audit logs and financial
data on permanent write once media.
B. Implementation of an automated system for collecting and correlating all security events from
systems across the enterprise including firewalls, IDS systems, operating system logs and other
security logs.
C. Implementation of database-level controls to monitor and manage all access, updates, inserts
and deletions made to the financial data from the accounting applications as well as other desktop
tools such as Microsoft Excel.
D. Implementation of an automated system monitoring for uptime and availability of key
financial systems including the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems and supporting
database systems, and ability to manage system activity so that critical financial reporting
processes have IT resources when needed to complete timely financial reporting.

Answer: B

QUESTION: 79
Which customer solution strategy would be addressed by IBM Tivoli Identity Manager?
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A. Implementation of a standard that all requests for access to financial systems have to be
approved and documented by a separate individual electronically.
B. Implementation of an automated tool to collect and compare all system configurations to the
organization defined baseline for computer systems in specific security ones of control.
C. Implementation of an automated system for collecting and correlating all security events from
systems across the enterprise including firewalls, IDS systems, operating system logs and other
security logs.
D. Implementation of database-level controls to monitor and manage all access, updates, inserts
and deletions made to the financial data from the accounting applications as well as other desktop
tools such as Microsoft Excel.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 80
Which statement regarding the order of implementation is more valid if a customer needs to
enforce the organization privacy policies in a faster way?

A. Privacy requires effective security so you need to install and consolidate IBM Tivoli Access
Manager and then IBM Tivoli Privacy Manager.
B. Privacy requires effective security so you first need to install and consolidate IBM Tivoli Risk
Manager and then IBM Tivoli Privacy Manager.
C. Security guarantee effective privacy so you first need to install and consolidate IBM Tivoli
Access Manager and then IBM Tivoli Compliance Manager.
D. Privacy guarantee effective security so you first need to install and consolidate IBM Tivoli
Privacy Manager, then IBM Tivoli Identity Manager, and finally IBM Tivoli Access manager.

Answer: A
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